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For more than a year now, I 
have been spending study & re-
search time in various remote 
places of the Centre of Australia. 
This is my time to develop more 
in-depth Feng Shui—there is no 
better school than self-discovery 
connecting with Mother Nature! 
During my Journey, I encoun-
tered many fascinating people. I 
often feel that I am living one of 
Paolo Coelho's best-selling 
books. Each scenery, each per-
son, each event, leads me to an-
other part of my life path. The 
same applies to you! 
 

For many, the Centre of Austra-
lia is better known with Uluru 
(Ayers Rock), hosting in its sur-
rounding areas famous aborigi-
nal artists living and keeping the 
oldest culture alive as much as 
they can, braving the devastat-
ing effects of colonialism, 
slaughtering, modern word, con-
sumerism and television. 

Can you imagine that many here 
hadn’t seen a white person 
about 70 years ago? Uluru only 
started to be a tourist attraction 
after the 1970’s. 
 

What a shock for our First Aus-

tralians, having to jump from 
Stone Age to IT and virtual tech-
nology so fast—it took us centu-
ries to get there!  No wonder 
they do their best to cope with 
this huge change. I think we can 
say that many suffer from that 
Post Traumatic Stress! 
 

I often wonder how we would 
feel if aliens arrived on our 
planet and asked us to follow 
their ways of life, their laws and 
continue our cultural practices 

where we live, while they watch 
how we react, stress and suffer. 
 

Australian Aboriginal paintings 
are real books on their culture. 
Art vary from region to region, 
just like the elements vary in 
different parts of Australia too. 
All paintings are very colourful 
and each dot painted is carrying 
the artist’s philosophy, belief 
and energy. Displaying one of 
their paintings in your home 
may depict your wish to connect 
and welcome some of their 
lives, their energies, stories and 
ancient wisdom.  
 

I enjoy being there and  must 
admit that I miss the shades of 
lush green and the element of 
Water. Here the Earth is red, the 
green is timid in its tones. All 
here is hot and dry under a 
beautiful blue and sunny sky. 
Our brain need sun light, our 
eyes enjoy looking at colours... 
Hence the importance to sur-
round ourselves with the 5 Ele-
ments (Water, Wood, Fire, Earth 
and Metal) that will be repre-
sented by colours, textures, 
shapes and objects of your de-
cor.                    - Roseline Deleu - 
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How would we feel if Aliens took over our Lives? 
Roseline Deleu—Founder & Editor of this newsletter and the Feng Shui Steps BLOG 
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The Five Elements in Colour 
Roseline Deleu, Feng Shui Master, Author of Feng Shui Steps BLOG 

Creating Feng Shui harmony 
into our homes and surround-
ings is done by implementing 
all 5 elements around us 
(Water, Wood, Fire, Earth, 
Metal). Each evenly repre-
sented in each part of the 
Magic Square with its main ele-
ment being predominant. 
 

In a few steps... How does this 
work ad how can you apply this 
in your home? 
 

1. Place the grid onto your 
premises aligning the side 8-1-6 
with your front door. Divide in 
9 equal parts as shown in Fig 1. 
 

2. To each number of the grid 
correspond an element, each 
can be represented by colours 
(Fig 2.) or textures (Fig. 3) 
 

Keep your walls neutral colour , 
then add touches of colours 
and textures with your decor.  
 

Fig 4 illustrates a lounge with a 
dominant elements that I per-
ceive as Metal and Earth. The 
Gold Browns (Metal), Ceramic 
Pots (Earth) offer a harmonious 
combination ideal placement in 
areas ‘7’ and ‘6’ of the grid. 
 

As you read, I mentioned 
‘perceive’ as each of us can 
have different perceptions de-
pending on our personal ele-
ment (see previous articles on 
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Fig 1 —Align 8-1-6 with your front door 

Fig 2—Each element correspond to a few colours 
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The Five Elements in Colour (continued) 
Roseline Deleu, Feng Shui Master, Author of Feng Shui Steps BLOG 

9 Star Ki in my older newslet-
ters and on my bog. ) 
 
Fig 4 illustrated all 5 elements: 
Fire = Leather finish of the 
lounge seat) 
Earth = ceramic pots, brown 
and yellow shades in the velvet 
lines 
Metal = gold browns and can-
vas illustrating coins and gold 
Water = light blue/turquoise 
like the shallow water 
Wood = wood finish of the 2 
draws side table and buffet as 
well as columnar looking lights. 
 

More examples in the next 
pages. 
 

Roseline Deleu 
International Feng Shui Master & Author 

Fig 3—Each element correspond to a range of textures and finishes 

Fig 4—Earth & Metal elements dominate this Lounge 
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Is a red Bedroom good Feng Shui? 
Roseline Deleu, Feng Shui Master, Author of Feng Shui Steps BLOG 

The RED colour is usually re-
ferred as very auspicious in Chi-
nese Feng Shui.  
 
That bright red colour is seen 
on lucky envelopes, front doors 
and many Feng Shui items. 

Now, how about having a red 
bedroom? Would this be good 
or bad Feng Shui? 

 
The red colour is known as 
sending strong energy.  
Some say the red colour could 
bring strength  but also some 
aggressiveness. 
 

Red is known as representing 
the element of Fire. Yes, but 
how much ‘Fire’ do you need in 

your bedroom? Like everything, 
all is a question of balance and 
equilibrium. 
 
When your master bedroom is 
located in section ‘9’ of your 
magic square, you can add  
touches of red that will help 
with self confidence and pas-
sion. 
 
On the other hand, would your 
master bedroom be located in 
sections ‘3’ or ‘4’ that are sym-
bolising the Wood element, 
adding too much red (fire) 
could well burn out the ener-
gies of those two sectors. 
 
I visited a beautiful furniture 
shop recently and saw the de-
cor of a really ‘fire’ bedroom as 
illustrated in Fig 5. In here you 
probably wouldn't be able to 
sleep well. You may even be 
starting some health challenges 
with your heart. 
 

Touches of red are OK but defi-
nitely not a full red coloured 

bedroom! 
 

Your bedroom is your sanctu-
ary, encouraging soft energies 
will help you regenerate and 
sleep well. Photos surrounding 
you reflecting inner peace or a 
vision board with your dreams 
is something god to wake up to. 

 
Roseline Deleu 

Fig 5—Avoid excess of red (Fire)  in your bedroom 
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When was the last time you 
learned something about your 
local indigenous? Today - like 
every day - is the perfect time 
to make a step and learn about 
them. This canvas illustrates 
“Lore vs. Western Laws”. Lore  
represented by elders sitting in 

the middle surrounded by bush 
medicine. In each corner are 
the Westerners turning their 
back to them and their laws. 
Westerners seem too busy with 
paper work and lack connec-
tion. 
 

How do my intuitive Feng Shui monthly Predictions work for you? 
Roseline Deleu, Feng Shui Master, Author of Feng Shui Steps BLOG 

Your Step to Reconciliation 
Roseline Deleu, Feng Shui Master and Visionary 

For many years now, I have 
been emailing you and posting 
on my blog the Feng Shui intui-
tive monthly predictions. 

Many of you have asked me if I 
am actually speaking directly to 
them because what I write 
resonates so much with what 
they were living in that mo-
ment. 
 

How can this be ? 
 

When I prepare my Feng Shui  
intuitive monthly predictions, I 
sit quietly and aligned myself 
with those who will be reading 
them. I then intuitively receive  

numbers that correspond to 
those given to the 900 designs 
that I created over the years. I 
call them ‘gateway’ as they al-
low me to travel in other realm 
while tuning into what the up-
coming month has in stock for 
my readers. 
 

Each design has a message. I 
receive 9 numbers each illus-
trating one part of your life as 
represented in the Magic 
Square used in Feng Shui.  
 

The general predictions are 
guidelines, suggestions and for 
many followers, have helped 
them grow wise. 
 

For your personal session, we 
do this via phone or Viber 
(worldwide). With your book-
ing, you choose 45 or 90 min-
utes and secure Paypal via my 
website on the ‘Psychic’ page. 
Then, we make a time for the 
phone call that happens via 
Viber or you call me on my mo-
bile phone. 
 

Your reading with me is NOT a 
projection! It is a guidance, a 
translation of messages from  
your Higher Self. 
 
During the phone call, you in-
tuitively  choose numbers that 
will reveal through channelling 
what your higher self is ready 
to disclose. 
 

Through the designs, your 
Higher Self can show your 
strengths, challenges, your 
weaknesses and through chan-
nelling some of the reasons 
why you feel stuck are revealed 
often followed by suggestions 
from your Higher Self that asks 
you to make steps towards re-
solving the challenges. 
 

Your personalised guidance 
evolves step by step and apply-
ing them has been life changing 
for many! 

Roseline Deleu 
www.fengshuisteps.com 

 

FOLLOW my BLOG through 
www.fengshuisteps.wordpress.com 


